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In this quiz, I will test you on two aspects of performance on GPUs: (i) the balance between
load/stores to shared memory and the operations performed by the ALU, and (ii) shared memory
bank conflicts.

Problem 1: [15 pts] In HW1.b you explored shared-shared matrix multiplication using tiles so
that data is copied from global to shared memory first, and then, threads in a block operate on this
data. You were asked to modify the program so that each thread is responsible for the computation
of four rather than a single element of the C array. There are many ways to do this, and most of
you explored one of the two following choices:

• [By quadrants:] Thread number 〈x,y〉 (x-th row and y-th column) is responsible for the
elements in “four quadrants:” 〈x,y〉, 〈x+16,y〉, 〈x,y+16〉 and 〈x+16,y+16〉.

• [By “block:”] Thread number 〈x,y〉 is responsible for the elements in a “2×2 block:”
〈2x,2y〉, 〈2x+1,2y〉, 〈2x,2y+1〉 and 〈2x+1,2y+1〉.

In each of these two cases, in one iteration of the outer m loop how many ops does each thread
perform [for the purpose of this analysis, please count a multiply-add as a single op, since it is
executed in one instruction]? [1×2 pt]

• Quadrants:

• Blocks:

How many loads from shared memory does each thread perform? [1×2 pts]

• Quadrants:

• Blocks:

Are these balanced? [1×2 pt]

• Quadrants:

• Blocks:

Now we change our parallelization and make thread 〈x,y〉 responsible for the elements in a
“4× 1 block:” 〈4x,y〉, 〈4x+ 1,y〉, 〈4x+ 2,y〉 and 〈4x+ 3,y〉. We also change the footprint to
64×16.
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Now, how many ops does each thread perform? [3 pts]

Now how many loads from shared memory does each thread perform? [3 pts]

Are these balanced? [3 pts]

Problem 2: [15 pts] To answer this question, you need to recall how threads are scheduled for
execution.

• In order to hide the 4-cycle latency to shared memory, there is a virtualization of 32 threads
per warp.

• But the shared memory is organized into 16 banks, and so LD/ST commands are issued in
packets if “half-warps” (16 requests get issued per clock cycle).

• [This is new information that you haven’t seen before] If we have many threads in a 2-D
block (say, 512 = 16×16 how are these packed up into warps and half warps? The answer
is, “In the most natural way:” in row-major order. Each row forms a half-warp, and each
pair of rows forms a warp.

In light of this, consider the following loop from matmultKernel00.cu of HW1.

#pragma unroll
for(int e=0; e<BLOCK_SIZE; ++e)

Cvalue += shared_A[thread_row][e] * shared_B[e][thread_col];

We propose to change this to

#pragma unroll
for(int e=0; e<BLOCK_SIZE; ++e)

Cvalue += shared_A[e][thread_row] * shared_B[thread_col][e];

We also propose to change the final update to the C array from
Csub[thread_row * C.stride + thread_col] = Cvalue; to
Csub[thread_col * C.stride + thread_row] = Cvalue;
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No other changes are made. Does this code correctly compute matrix multiplication? [5 pts]

Regardless of correctness, what happens to its performance vis-à-vis performance, especially in
light of shared memory bank conflicts? [5 pts]

Finally, go home and try it out. Report back to Sanjay by the end of tomorrow. [5 pts]
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